This paper examines how school administrators reallocate resources to schools in response to marginal changes in accountability ratings. We study this through an analysis of budgetary changes for schools on the margin of distinct rating boundaries. By determining how close each school is to an accountability grade change we are able to conduct a regression discontinuity analysis on schools that are on either side of the sharp line that separates school ratings. If administrators care about accountability ratings on the margin we would expect to see changes in budgetary allocations that reward higher performing, or punish lower performing, schools. Using data in Texas from 1994 to 2002, we find evidence suggesting that schools with higher ratings received more funds than others, and the differential funds were targeted toward administration/training, counseling and extra-curricular activities.
Introduction
Accountability systems have been a rapidly growing element of the US public education system since the late 1990's. These systems generally evaluate schools based upon student performance on statewide standardized tests, and assign simple ratings based on the aggregate test score results of all tested students and students in certain sub-groups. The ratings are designed to be informative to parents and state legislators, and one objective of school accountability ratings appears to be to direct pressure from these two groups onto school and district administrators. While there is an extensive literature on within-school responses to the tests upon which the ratings are based, there is very little exploration of whether there are resource allocation responses by school districts. 1 If parents and/or legislators use the ratings for any of their decisions on school choice, school administrators might respond by allocating resources between schools in response to the ratings. The difficulty for researchers has been to identify the impact of state accountability ratings from other causes of budgetary choices. Our work here develops a regression-discontinuity framework of schools on the margin between one rating and the next, and analyzes whether the budgetary response of school districts depends on whether a school lies on one side of the rating boundary or the other.
There are two ways to think about how accountability grades might impact resource allocation by school districts when they are making resource allocation decisions between schools. On the one hand, the district might only be worried about "good" versus "bad" schools, and thus base resource allocations based on the long-term impression from accountability ratings. This reasoning might imply that there are no marginal decisions; e.g., resources are directed toward schools based on their long-term performance. On the other hand, given the substantial resources that state governments and school districts invest in administering as well as assessing school performance on an annual basis, it would make sense that district decisions would still respond to shortterm incentives. In this instance, especially if pressure to improve in the short-term is applied from the state government, districts may incentivize schools by providing rewards to highly rated schools and punishments to underperforming schools, or alternatively districts may attempt to bolster schools that under-perform.
In addition to an examination of whether school districts allocate funds based on a school's accountability grade, we examine the within-school allocation of resources. This aspect of budget allocations may be the result of school district behavior, or may result from choices made by the school's principal and other decision makers. That is, schools which barely succeed, or which marginally fail, to obtain the next higher accountability grade may reallocate resources within the school. This reallocation may serve to increase the chances of surpassing the threshold in the next year, or to reward employees and students for performance in this period. Examples would be that schools that find they fall just short of the next grade might reallocate resources toward instruction, or schools which barely are able to achieve the next grade may "reward" students with more funding for extracurricular activities.
To test the impact that annual accountability ratings have on school district as well as individual school financial allocations, we utilize a regression discontinuity (RD) design to compare the budgetary response to annual changes in rating for schools marginally on either side of each rating boundary. The sharp discontinuity occurs because school grades are based on the percentage of students that pass the accountability exam-if the school misses the cutoff by just one student it receives a lower accountability grade. Due to random factors, schools that just barely receive a higher rating should be a valid comparison group for schools that just barely receive a lower rating (Lee, 2008) . To implement the RD strategy, therefore, we carefully re-create the scoring matrix and identify schools where the rating is marginal based mainly on exam performance. Our RD strategy thus tests for whether there are annual budgetary changes in response to a school's success or failure to surmount the marginal rating hurdle independent of any change in underlying school quality.
Our analysis here offers a different strategy for finding allocation changes compared to Craig, Imberman, and Perdue (2013) , who use a "rating shock" strategy based on the change in the rating system in Texas. They find that school districts reallocate funds to schools which were threatened with a drop in their accountability grade, but that the incremental resources were temporary and generally disappeared after 3 years. This paper differs in that, while Craig, Imberman and Perdue (2013) consider responses to a potential long-term change in ratings, we investigate whether administrators respond to the annual changes in school ratings.
Whether and how administrators respond to such marginal changes in school performance is important for a few reasons. First, such an analysis provides insight into the objective function of school administrators which is poorly understood. While Craig, Imberman and Perdue (2013)'s findings suggest that administrators care about longterm school quality, administrators may also worry about the reputational consequences and sanctions-both explicit (e.g., punishments imposed by accountability systems) and implicit (e.g., loss of enrollment)-from published rating changes due to marginal differences in underlying factors. Second, if administrators do provide either inducements or punishments for changes in ratings, such behavior could increase incentives to game accountability systems or "teach to the test." Third, in this study we look at the impacts of accountability ratings on school finances under a routine setting, the impacts of which could differ substantially from cases such as in Craig, Imberman and Perdue (2013) where unique and non-repeatable settings are used. Fourth, while we cannot fully separate the behaviors of district administrators from principals (with the exception of total funding which is entirely under the purview of the district) we can nonetheless gain some insight into how principals respond when their accountability pressure is relaxed (increased) by getting a higher (lower) rating in accountability systems by estimating impacts on changes in categorical expenditures. Our knowledge of such principal behaviors is rather thin as it is difficult to separate principals' efforts from teachers'. Rouse et al. (2013) , for example, find evidence that getting a failing rating leads to more teacher resources via a survey, they are not able to assess the impacts on specific spending categories, overall school funding, or the impacts of getting a high rating. Thus, our study complements Rouse et al. (2013) and Craig, Imberman and Perdue (2013) by providing some needed insight into how principals respond to accountability pressures.
For our analysis we focus on the accountability system in place in Texas from 1994 through 2002 called the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS). Under this system, schools were given ratings based on student performance on test scores and, to a lesser extent, attendance, dropout and graduation rates. 2 While the system has since been replaced, first with the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) until 2012 and then the State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR) afterward, we only analyze the TAAS system here. Our preliminary analyses showed discontinuities in the densities of the forcing variable under the TAKS regime. Under that regime schools were able to acquire temporary "exceptions" that allowed them to negate falling below ratings cutoffs for some subgroups. This led to bunching above the thresholds leaving us unable to determine how much of the bunching was due to the structure of the system and how much was due to manipulation that would negate the validity of the regression discontinuity design. 3 Fortunately, we find little evidence of similar problems during the TAAS regime. For the STAAR system, the implementation is too recent to conduct a full analysis and thus we leave that to future research. Hence, under the TAAS system, we find evidence that school districts provided small budgetary Sample is limited to schools that received an L, A, R, or E rating. For changes the school must have received a rating in both years. Schools that received ratings on appeal, were paired with another school, and identified as having undergone "special analysis," or have fewer than 200 students are excluded (see text).
rewards for schools that were able to achieve a higher accountability grade, most of which went to increasing administrative/training, counseling and extra-curricular expenses. One reason to expect an administrative response to accountability ratings is if the ratings are important to parents. For example, Figlio and Lucas (2004) find that there is a housing market response to the information provided by ratings over and above the measured learning output of schools. One caution in their results, however, is that they find the housing market response seems to decline over time, possibly suggesting that the use of accountability grades falls over time as residents learn how accountability is related to school quality.
A second reason for expecting changes in the allocation of resources between schools is because of the range of responses found by those examining within school behavior. Examples of how schools internally respond to accountability systems include Carnoy and Loeb (2003) , Chakrabarti (2013b Chakrabarti ( , 2008 , Raymond (2004, 2005); Jacob (2005) , and Rouse et al. (2013) . Researchers have also found, however, that some gains may be due to schools "gaming" the system (Figlio and Getzler, 2006; Figlio and Winicki, 2005; Jacob, 2005; Cullen and Reback, 2006; or focusing on marginal students (Chakrabarti, 2013a; Reback, 2008; and Neal and Schanzenbach, 2010) . Nonetheless, this range of results suggests that, at a minimum, ratings are important to school administrators. Our research is an important extension of this work, as we provide a careful look at whether the technical response within schools to accountability is accompanied by changes in the allocation of resources both within and across schools.
Thus, while we know that schools respond to accountability in some finely detailed ways, we know only a little about the resource allocation response. Jacob (2003) looks at how school resources in Chicago adjust to the imposition of an accountability system, and finds shifts in expenditures to non-ancillary instruction amongst schools with low pre-accountability test scores but overall, he finds little change. Rouse et al. (2013) provide evidence from a survey of schools that identify a number of policy changes induced by low ratings, but there is very little evidence on how schools and districts re-allocate resources in response to variation in ratings. Bacolod, DiNardo and Jacobson (2012) find that schools that receive rewards for higher ratings generally put the money into teacher bonuses. None of these papers, however, looks at resource allocation responses directly as a result of ratings. Other than Craig, Imberman and Perdue (2013) the only paper that considers this question, to our knowledge, is Chiang (2009) who finds evidence that schools which receive a "failing" grade in Florida increase spending on instruction and instructional tools. Nonetheless, his paper only considers elementary schools for a single year. Our analyses of the resource allocation responses to accountability are considerably broader. Specifically, we examine the full range of schools from elementary through high school, we analyze a span of 6 years, and we also assess the impacts of receiving marginally higher ratings above the lowest rating-those that distinguish between whether schools are adequate or exceptional.
The Texas Assessment of Academic Skills
Texas initiated one of the first education accountability systems in the US in 1993, called the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS). Under TAAS schools were given ratings-from highest to lowest-of E (exemplary), R (recognized), A (acceptable), and L (low performing). Ratings are determined by whether schools exceed clear demarcations based on the pass rates of students on a standardized exam administered by the state, along with attendance, dropout, and school completion rates. Higher performance by one student does not compensate for lower performance by another; the criteria are solely based on whether each student performs higher than a minimum. 4 Table 1 shows the distribution of ratings by year and how often ratings change. The table shows that very few schools received the lowest ratings. Initially most schools received the second lowest rating "A," but over time the distribution shifted so that by 2001 most schools received one of the two highest ratings. The righthand-side of the table shows that changes in ratings were common with a little fewer than 40% of schools moving up or down each year.
A school's accountability rating under TAAS is based on the share of tested students who pass the state-wide exam in multiple student groups and subjects. The groups consist of all tested students along with four student subgroupswhite, African-American, Hispanic, and economically disadvantaged. The subjects are math, reading, writing, and social studies (only for 8th grade). Dropout rates and attendance Sample is limited to schools that received an L, A, R, or E rating in both years. Schools that received ratings on appeal, were paired with another school, and identified as having undergone "special analysis," or have fewer than 200 students are excluded (see text).
could also affect the rating. 5 Thus the system is based on test score levels rather than student gains, and the rating for the entire school is determined by a Rawlsian metric, as the school's rating is equal to the rating of the lowest performing subject-group of sufficient size. Table A1 provides a description of the requirements for achieving each rating in the years of our analysis. 6 With the exception of receiving a low rating, there are no direct punishments imposed on schools by the state, and state awards for high performance were extremely small. 7 Thus, the rating system primarily acts as a reputation based system where schools are incentivized by the public response, unless school districts themselves develop internal penalties or rewards based on the rating. Table 2 shows the transition matrix averaged over the years of TAAS, and shows that schools often changed ratings from year to year with only 69% of A's, 54% of R's, and 71% of E's maintaining their ratings the following year. The annual movement of schools between ratings certainly suggests that, if they choose to do so, districts would be able to use the ratings to evaluate, and therefore to reward or punish, schools depending on their performance.
Empirical methodology
Our examination of school district behavior is through the total operating expenses in each school, which reflects the school district's financial allocation strategy. 8 On the other hand, we view the allocation of funds among categories of expenditure within each school as a reduced form measure reflecting the combined decisions of both the school district and the individual school principals. Our research strategy is 5 The attendance requirements were abandoned in 1999-2000. 6 More detail on the rules underlying the Texas accountability system can be found via the Texas Education Agency at http://ritter.tea. state.tx.us/perfreport/account/.
7 Schools that received an L were subject to additional oversight and students were given the right to transfer to other public schools, although state law did not impose financial consequences. There was a risk of closure for being rated L for two or more consecutive years, although this affected very few schools as only 0.3% of all schools received an L rating 2 years in a row from 1998-99 to 2001-02.Schools receiving an E or R rating, along with some A schools that made large gains, were eligible for very small financial awards. In 2000-2001, which was the last year the award system was fully funded, the award was $7.20 per enrolled student up to a maximum award of $5000 per school, a negligible amount compared to average per-student expenditure of $5,490.
8 The district's allocation decision can be a combination of formulas, explicit exceptions, or an administrative decision process. to estimate a model exploiting the sharp discontinuities between each rating, by estimating a regression discontinuity model comparing financial allocations to schools on either side of the rating boundary. This procedure will yield a local average treatment effect of the impact of the rating of schools on each rating margin by comparing schools that otherwise are presumably equal, and will detect whether the accountability grades are valued independently of other indicators of school performance. School districts will be found to reallocate resources in response to accountability grades if districts use resources as an incentive mechanism, or if districts believe resources can alter the distribution of accountability grades across the district. If, on the other hand, schools and districts respond to other indicators of school performance, and/or believe that random differences in students for schools which are near the boundary are beyond the control of the actions of the school, then the RD may show essentially no annual reallocations. Such beliefs would indicate that annual accountability ratings may not be providing new information about school performance.
The key to the RD strategy is to define the margin that influences the response to the accountability rating. We use the number of students for whom a change in test score could modify the school's rating. We further restrict our definition of boundary to identify schools where changes in only a single subject/student group cell could change the rating. 9 To implement this strategy, we calculate the accountability rating for each subject-group cell that meets minimum size requirements from the accountability system (this is generally 30 students). Based on this calculation, we identify the subject-group cell that defines whether a school is on a rating boundary, since only the lowest rated cell is determinative. A school which is marginally below a ratings boundary will have a single cell that has a lower rating than any other subject-group cell. If the number of students that pass the exam in this single cell were to rise by a sufficient amount, the school's rating would rise. The number of students that cause the rating to be below a boundary, N b, would therefore be the number of additional students in a single subjectgroup cell that would have to switch from failing to passing the exam for a school to rise by one rating category. For dropouts and completions we use the number of students in each subject-group cell that need to stay in school to change the rating. 10 The measure of N b is therefore:
where s is the test subject or performance measure, g is the student group (by race, disadvantaged, or total), 1 is the indicator function, Rating s is the school's actual accountability rating, Rating sg is the rating for the subject-group, Size sg is the number of students in the subject-group, Min sg is the minimum number of students that need to be in the group for it to count toward the rating, and N sg is the number of additional students in group g who need to pass performance measure s to achieve the next higher rating. The first indicator function limits the summation to subject-groups that, if they were to be rated individually, would have the same rating as the school as a whole. 11 Note that since we restrict marginality to schools where only one subject-group is below the boundary, N b defaults to N sg for that cell. Alternatively, a school that is on the positive side of a rating may have many subject-student cells, or just one, which have a rating equal to the school's rating. If the cell-specific rating falls for any cell that is equal to the school's overall rating, the school's rating will fall. We use our calculations to identify the subject-student group cell that is closest to the boundary and use this cell to determine N a , the number of additional students the school could afford to let fail before their rating falls. As such, the second forcing variable, N a , can be calculated as:
where the definitions are the same as in (2), and where M sg refers to the number of students in a subject-group cell who would need to switch from passing to failing the performance measure to reach the cutoff for the next lower rating. As before, the two indicator functions identify subject-group cells that have ratings equal to the school's rating, and that meet the minimum size standards. 12 Hence if a school is precisely at the boundary while receiving the higher rating both N a and N b would equal zero.
We conduct our regression-discontinuity analysis of schools where N a or N b is close to zero for each boundary. Specifically, we conduct local-linear regressions of the form:
for school i in year t where R i,t + 1 is the school specific resource in category i (either dollars per student or inputs per student) the year after the school receives a rating, N a and N b are as defined by Eqs. (1) and (2), and Above is a dummy variable indicating whether the school is above the rating threshold. We select bandwidths for the RD through leave-one-out cross validation. 13 As suggested in Lee and Lemieux (2009), 11 Since the overall school rating is based on the lowest rated subjectgroup, no group that counts toward the rating would have a rating lower than the school-wide rating.
12 In some years a school could achieve a higher rating using year-on-year increases in performance measures if they do not score high enough to meet the requirements, called required improvement (RI). In these cases we calculate N b using whichever method-RI or standard-that brings that subjectgroup closer to the cutoff. Similarly, we use the RI calculation for Na if a school achieves a higher rating due to RI in the marginal group. 13 Specifically, we select the margin that minimizes the mean squared error by repeatedly estimating the model for "all but one" of the observations with a wide variety of margins. Nonetheless, we have also estimated (4) using parametric techniques with a 5-order and a 3-order polynomial, and using bandwidths one unit higher and one unit lower than the cross-validation bandwidths. In all of these cases we find qualitatively similar results suggestwe use a rectangular kernel that involves limiting the sample to narrow bands around the cutoffs without re-weighting the data. 14 Fig. 1 shows the first stage after the adjustments described above. At each boundary, there is a clear discontinuity in the rating whereby almost 100% of schools with N a ≥ 0 and N b = 0 get a higher rating, with the near opposite occurring on the other side of the boundary. 15 It is possible that schools, or districts, do not equally value the three boundaries that exist in the accountability system. Thus, to explore whether the reactions by schools and districts may differ across the separate boundaries, we run (3) separately for each boundary-between L and A schools (the LA boundary), between A and R schools (the AR boundary), and between R and E schools (the RE boundary). Our results are estimates for β 3 , the impact of being above the given boundary. For example, special attention is paid even in the legislation to "failing" schools, indicated by the L rating. Conversely, it is possible that ratings at the top (E) also garner special attention. The RD methodology will allow us to assess whether the accountability system provides new information to administrators in charge of allocating resources, who may then use the accountability system information to alter resource allocations indicated by the left hand side variable R.
Data
Our data covers all of the 5,803 public schools in the state of Texas, and comes from three datasets provided by the Texas Education Agency (TEA). First is the Public Education Information Management System (PEIMS), which provides financial reports on expenditures and resources for each school in Texas by category of expenditure. 16 We examine total expenditures plus; instruction, administration and training, counseling, and extra-curricular expenditures. The PEIMS data also contains the number of full-time equivalent faculty in each school. We use this data to test using the number of teachers separately from their cost, which can vary based on training and experience. We convert all expenditure levels to per student amounts, and further use the CPI to convert all dollar amounts to real 2007 dollars. The student data are contained in the Academic Excellence Indicator System (AEIS), which provides data on enrollment and student demographics for each school. The third data source is the TEA accountability reports that provide the data used to calculate the accountability ratings, including the performance in each of the subject-group cells which allow us to carefully distinguish schools on the margin of a rating boundary. 17 ing that our estimates are robust to the choice of bandwidths or functional form. These results are provided in the online appendix.
14 Lee and Lemieux (2009) argue that more complex kernels provide only marginal improvements in efficiency.
15 Given these results, we rely on a "strict" RD design. Nonetheless estimates using a "fuzzy" design were nearly identical. There is an appeal process for a school's rating, and we believe this accounts for the few exceptions across the rating boundary. 16 We use the actual expenditures by schools rather than budgeted (planned) expenditures.
17 All data sources are publically available on the website for the TEA. Changes in accountability rating at rating boundaries. Sample is restricted to schools one rating above boundary or one rating below boundary where they miss the higher rating in only one subject-group. Schools that are paired with another school, received a rating on appeal, were identified as receiving "special analysis", or had fewer than 200 students are also excluded.
The RD regressions are pooled across the years 1997 through 2002, though we separately estimate each accountability boundary. Since schools appear multiple times, we cluster standard errors by school. In all of our analyses we drop alternative schools, charter schools, "paired" schools, those with special analysis, and schools under 200 students. 18 After these restrictions, we have 26,500 18 Alternative schools targeted to specific groups of students operate under a separate accountability system. These schools along with charter schools Sample is limited to schools that received an L, A, R, or E rating. Schools that received ratings on appeal, were paired with another school, and identified as having undergone "special analysis," or have fewer than 200 students are excluded (see text). Sample is limited to schools that received an L, A, R, or E rating. Schools that received ratings on appeal, were paired with another school, and identified as having undergone "special analysis," or have fewer than 200 students are excluded (see text). All expenditures are in 2007 dollars.
school-year observations for TAAS, consisting of over 5800 schools in 829 school districts in Texas. Table 3 presents the means of school characteristic data. In general, schools with higher ratings contain fewer students on free and reduced price lunch, have fewer minorities, have fewer total students, and have fewer special needs students. Table 4 provides summary statistics for resources in the year after a school receives a rating. Schools with lower ratings have higher per student expenditures than those with higher ratings. These differences generally hold across expenditure categories.
also have separate state aid and budgeting rules. "Paired" schools are too small to apply accountability standards, and hence are assigned the rating of another school in the district. Schools that undergo "special analysis" are also too small and hence are analyzed under a subjective rating system. Schools with under five students per cell have their data masked, and so we drop those with less than 200 students to avoid errors in calculating margins. Fig. 2 graphically shows the discontinuity in total expenditures as school test score results get closer to each of the three rating boundaries-the lowest rankings boundary L/A, the middle rankings boundary A/R, and the highest rankings boundary, R/E. The figure illustrates how much schools spend per pupil in academic year t + 1 when the accountability rating is released late in the spring of academic year t using a fitted local polynomial. It shows clear jumps in expenditures as schools pass from L into A ratings and from A into R ratings, though we acknowledge that the small sample size of schools around the L/A boundary generates a substantial amount of noise around the cutoff. The results for the R/E boundary are consistent with the other boundaries but smaller. Table 5 presents the regression coefficients for models analogous to those shown in Fig. 2 . In column (2), we provide estimates that use the cross-validation optimal bandwidths along with estimates that include smaller bandwidths (column 1) and larger bandwidths (columns 3 and 4) to test sensitivity. While the estimates for the L/A border vary by bandwidth choice given the small sample sizes they nonetheless show a qualitatively consistent and positive effect. The other boundaries show more consistent positive effects, though only A/R is statistically significant at the optimal bandwidth.
Empirical results
As a result, while the pattern is positive, for the L/A and R/E boundaries we cannot rule out a zero effect, though taking the L/A estimate at the optimal bandwidth at face value this amounts to an increase of 8% of mean expenditure. We see significant impacts for the A/R boundary of $108 per student, approximately 1.5% of mean total expenditure. Thus, despite the relatively small size and marginal significance, all three boundaries show consistent results that indicate some small positive rewards were given to schools that exceeded cutoffs, or conversely some small punishments were imposed on schools that just miss the cutoffs. 19 Table 6 explores the issue of timing. The accountability results are made known to schools and districts in the spring of the academic year. It is possible that school districts could make budgetary changes in the same year (year t) rather than in the subsequent year (t + 1) as assumed in the initial specification. 20 Thus, in Table 6 we show results using alternative timing assumptions. We find that the results are similar to the base case in Table 5 . That is, expenditures in year t are found to rise by about the same amount as in year t + 1 which we reported in Table 5 , albeit with slightly higher standard errors. This implies that either some schools provide the bonuses in year t and some in t + 1, or that the schools provide the funds for at least 2 years on average. 19 One potential concern is that these changes are responses to changing enrollment patterns rather than awards/punishments. To address this we also estimate models, provided in the online appendix, that control for a quartic in enrollment in the year the funds are spent. The results change little in this model and, in fact, smaller standard errors provide consistently significant and positive impacts across bandwidth choices. 20 School districts in Texas have the option of closing their fiscal years on July 1 or on September 1. Districts receive testing results in May while complete accountability results are revealed in June under TAAS and July under TAKS. This provides districts an opportunity to distribute funds prior to the new fiscal year. Sample is restricted to schools one rating above boundary or one rating below boundary where they miss the higher rating in only one subject-group. Schools that are paired with another school, received a rating on appeal, were identified as receiving "special analysis", or had fewer than 200 students are also excluded. All expenditures in 2007 dollars.
Table 5
Regression discontinuity: the effect of rating on per-student total operating expenditures in following year (t + 1) sensitivity to bandwidth.
CV -optimal bandwidth minus 1 CV -optimal bandwidth CV -optimal bandwidth plus 1 CV -optimal bandwidth plus 3 Estimate is for the intercept term for receiving a higher rating from a linear regression with the provided bandwidths. Slopes are permitted to vary on either side of the cutoff. Sample is limited to schools that received an L, A, R, or E rating. Marginality below the rating cutoff is defined as affecting only one subject-group. Schools that receive ratings on appeal, were paired with another school, were identified as having undergone "special analysis" are excluded, as are schools with fewer than 200 students (see text). All expenditures are in 2007 dollars. Robust standard errors clustered by school in parentheses. * , * * , and * * * denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Estimate is for the intercept term for receiving a higher rating from a linear regression with the provided bandwidths. CV optimal bandwidths for total expenditures from Table 5 are used in all models. Slopes are permitted to vary on either side of the cutoff. Sample is limited to schools that received an L, A, R, or E rating. Marginality below the rating cutoff is defined as affecting only one subject-group. Schools that receive ratings on appeal, were paired with another school, and identified as having undergone "special analysis" are excluded, as are schools with fewer than 200 students (see text). All expenditures are in 2007 dollars. Estimates in column one are identical to column two in Table 5 . Robust standard errors clustered by school in parentheses. * , * * , and * * * denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Estimate is for the intercept term for receiving a higher rating from a linear regression with the provided bandwidths. CV optimal bandwidths for total expenditures from Table 5 are used in all models. Slopes are permitted to vary on either side of the cutoff. Sample is limited to schools that received an L, A, R, or E rating. Marginality below the rating cutoff is defined as affecting only one subject-group. Schools that receive ratings on appeal, were paired with another school, and identified as having undergone "special analysis," or have fewer than 200 students are excluded (see text). All expenditures are in 2007 dollars. Robust standard errors clustered by school in parentheses. * , * * , and * * * denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
One potential concern is that perhaps the schools that exceed the cutoff happen to be schools that receive more money in general. As a test of this, in column 3 we show the impact of exceeding the cutoff with expenditures in the year prior to the rating receipt. If the schools that exceed the cutoff are larger spenders we would expect to see significant effects. In this case we do not, and in fact the estimates are close to zero in all three cases. We thus conclude that the finding of larger total expenditures as a result of exceeding the rating boundary is likely to be a valid description of school district behavior.
To further validate the regression-discontinuity strategy, in Table 7 we provide estimates of reduced-form RD impacts on observable characteristics of schools in year t that should not be affected by the rating in year t since the rating is released after the observables are measured. The significance rates are a bit higher than would be expected to occur randomly-3 estimates are significant at the 5% level or higher, 4 at the 10% level or higher-but do not show a clear pattern and are spread across the boundaries. Further, there are no significant effects for the A/R boundary, which is the case where there were the clearest positive effects. Finally, in Table A2 we provide estimates that control for observables, and find qualitatively similar results to the baseline results for schools on the A/R and R/E boundaries, although we do not find that the L/A expenditure impacts are statistically robust to this test. Further, the lack of significant impacts from lagged expenditures shown in column (4) of Table 6 provides additional evidence for the validity of or RD design.
In Fig. 3 we show distributions of the density of schools around the cutoffs. As can be seen from the overlaid kernel density smoother, the histograms appear to track the 3 . Distributions of distances from ratings boundaries sample is restricted to schools one rating above boundary or one rating below boundary where they miss the higher rating in only one subject-group. Schools that are paired with another school, received a rating on appeal, and identified as receiving "special analysis", or had fewer than 200 students are also excluded.
smoothed density pretty closely. However, there is some indication of a potential for very localized-within one student of the cutoff-manipulation. To test whether this is a major concern, we estimate "donut-hole" models that drop observations at the cutoff and one student below the cutoff. These are provided in Table A2 and show little change in the quantitative estimates for the L/A and A/R boundaries, though standard errors increase enough to render them insignificant. The R/E estimate, on the other hand, drops essentially to zero. In general, the results in Tables 6 and 7 and Fig. 3 indicate that, while there remains some possibility of manipulation, the likelihood that this affects the estimates in a substantial way is small. Hence, we conclude from the sensitivity analysis that at least some school districts in Texas are likely to have used the TAAS accountability system to reward success at reaching certain ratings or punish districts that fail to meet the rating thresholds.
The Table 8 results show how various categories of expenditure respond to the budgetary changes from being just over the accountability ratings border. 21 We test for these categorical expenditure changes to examine how the 21 Results are similar when controlling for a quartic in current enrollment and are provided in the online appendix. impacts on total expenditures are split amongst various uses. The expenditure results are less clearly the behavior of the school districts, as presumably school officials, and especially principals, have a significant effect on allocation as well. Further, the estimated effects will be evident only to the extent that school districts throughout Texas behave similarly. Nonetheless, we find that a large share of the higher total expenditures (83%) for schools just over the LA border is spent on instruction, with most of the remainder on extra-curricular activities. In contrast, schools on the AR and RE border are found to spend their much smaller extra resources on counseling, plus administration and training. 22 Intriguingly, while the L/A results are consistent with Chiang (2009) finding higher instructional spending, the higher cutoffs show expenditure differences that occur in ancillary categories. Given that he looks specifically at the lowest cutoff in Florida, our results suggest that on higher thresholds, where sanctions are smaller, administrators focus on more ancillary costs. Even so, the substantial effect on extra-curricular activities on the L/A boundary does indicate some improvements 22 It is interesting to speculate on the objective function indicated by the differences in these results between the LA and AR borders, but we do not have empirical evidence to suggest anything further than our findings here. Estimate is for the intercept term for receiving a higher rating from a linear regression with the provided bandwidths. CV optimal bandwidths for each outcome are used in all models. Slopes are permitted to vary on either side of the cutoff. Sample is limited to schools that received an L, A, R, or E rating. Marginality below the rating cutoff is defined as affecting only one subject-group. Schools that receive ratings on appeal, were paired with another school, and identified as having undergone "special analysis," or have fewer than 200 students are excluded (see text). All expenditures are in 2007 dollars. Robust standard errors clustered by school in parentheses. * , * * , and * * * denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
in ancillary funding for schools achieving A ratings as well, but this is dwarfed by the impact on instruction. 23 In addition to those discussed, we provide a series of diagnostic sensitivity analysis of the above RD results in Table A2 . We check whether the estimates change if we use the total expenditure bandwidth for expenditure categories, if we instrument for actual rating using whether the school exceeds the boundary (a "fuzzy" RD), expand the sample such that schools that fall below the boundary can have failed multiple subject-groups as long as the school only fails in one subject, or use a 3-term or 5-term polynomial instead of locallinear regression. While the estimates for the L/A boundary are not completely robust across specifications, the estimates for A/R and R/E remain consistent across all of these specifications.
Summary and conclusion
This paper has examined whether school accountability testing has influenced financial allocations of school districts. Specifically, if legislators believe that accountability ratings provide new information on school quality, we would expect that school districts would respond by using the ratings to assist in resource allocation. Our test of this idea uses a regression discontinuity design by carefully examining the first Rawlsian-style accountability system used in Texas, where we identify the exact scoring cell by subject and demographic characteristic. Our empirical work finds that this early accountability system (TAAS) was used to some de-23 It is possible that some of the differences are due to the different optimal bandwidths for each outcome. To address this in panel II of Table A2 we provide estimates that use the same bandwidths (the optimal bandwidths for total expenditures) for each outcome. While the instruction estimate for L/A shrinks by about 40% it remains positive and the rest of the results are similar to those provided in Table 8. gree to make financial decisions-schools just over the rating boundary received more resources compared to schools just under the boundary, although only on the boundary between being rated "Acceptable" or "Recognized" do we see results that are consistently statistically significant at conventional levels across our wide variety of sensitivity analyses. Further, while estimates on the lowest boundary between "Low" and "Acceptable" schools appear large, we caution that they are noisy due to small sample sizes and are not robust to adding control variables. We interpret these results as suggesting that educators and policy administrators believed that accountability rating could be used as new information about school quality, though we cannot determine whether the funding was provided as rewards for good performance or removed as sanctions for poor performance. Further, whether this result persists into the future has not yet been ascertained.
The other interesting distinction in our work is that we find that schools and districts tended to spend the higher funding from exceeding the cutoff in different ways. Our results suggest that schools on the lowest rating boundary that just barely achieve the Acceptable rating (A) use the incremental resources on what might be viewed as basic educational activities, specifically on instruction and extracurricular activities. On the other hand, schools that are barely able to achieve the higher levels, either Recommended (R) or Excellent (E), are found to use the funding for what might be longer term or enrichment activities such as administration/development or counseling.
This work presents an interesting complement to Craig, Imberman and Perdue (2013) who find that a long-term decrease in the rating leads to higher spending in schools. This study shows that administrative responses to short-term marginal changes in ratings were quite different leading districts to reward schools that have an increase in ratings, or conversely punish schools with a decrease in ratings.
Combined, our studies suggest that school districts are willing to invest real resources to learn to adapt to a new accountability rating system, but that once a system is up and running at least the bulk of districts are interested in using the accountability system to provide marginal short term incentives to perform. Chinhui Juhn, Lori Taylor and Mary Beth Walker, as well as participants at the University of Houston/Rice University applied microeconomics seminar, the University of Florida, and the meetings of the American Economic Association, Southern Economic Association, and the American Education Finance Association. Correspondence should be sent to Steven Craig at scraig@uh.edu or Scott Imberman at imberman@msu.edu. All errors and opinions are our own. ©2015 by Steven Craig, Scott Imberman, and Adam Perdue. Short sections of text not to exceed two paragraphs may be excerpted without explicit permission provided proper citation is given. Sample is limited to schools that received an L, A, R, or E rating. Schools that received ratings on appeal, were paired with another school, were identified as having undergone "special analysis," or have fewer than 200 students are excluded (see text). Career/tech and athletics results are already provided for high schools in the main regressions. Estimate is for the intercept term for receiving a higher rating from a linear regression with the provided bandwidths. Slopes are permitted to vary on either side of the cutoff. Except where noted schools below a boundary we further restrict to those who miss the cutoff in only one subjectgroup. Except where noted, we use the optimal bandwidths from Tables 5, 6, and 7. All expenditures are in 2007 dollars. Robust standard errors clustered by school in parentheses. * , * * , and * * * denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Covariates for regressions controlling for lagged observables including enrollment, share of school white, black, Hispanic, economically disadvantaged, LEP, special education, gifted, and year dummies.
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